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A generalization of a theorem of Erdös on asymptotic basis of order 2 par MARTIN HELM ABSTRACT -Let T be a system of disjoint subsets of N*. In this paper we examine the existence of an increasing sequence of natural numbers, A, that is an asymptotic basis of all infinite elements Tj of T simultaneously, satisfying certain conditions on the rate of growth of the number of representations 03C4n(A);03C4n(A) :=|{(ai,aj): ai aj; ai, aj ~ A; n = ai +aj}l, for all sufficiently large n ~ Tj and j ~ N*. A theorem of P. Erdös is generalized. 1 . Notation . In this paper, N* will always denote the set of integers { 1, 2, ... , ~...}. An Remark. The above theorem generalizes (3, 4) , which is just the special case k = 1 (e.g. with T := I~ * , 0, ~, ... ) .
The proof of the above theorem is based on a slight modification of Erd6s' proof of (3, 4) . Therefore like the proof of (3, 4) By the method of Erd6s and R6nyi ( [2] and [3] ) for any sequence of real numbers (OJ)jEN-, 0 ai :5 1, there exists a probability space with probability measure JJ on the space Q of all strictly increasing sequences of natural numbers, satisfying: We denote by Pn We have shown that w has each of the desired properties with probability 1 and thus the whole proof is complete.
